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In response to the No Child Left Behind (NCLB): Enhancing Education Through Technology
(EETT) Act, the FLDOE Office of Instructional Technology significantly revised its annual technology
survey to provide more meaningful information about technology integration and capacity in Florida
schools. For the Fall 2005 administration of the instrument, additional survey items were added to
support districts in identification of their needs. Information provided by the survey is used to monitor
goal achievement associated with the EETT program and to inform those interested in how technology
is impacting instruction within Florida schools.
Results presented here are from the Fall 2005 administration of the STAR (System for Technology
Accountability and Rigor) Survey. This analyses includes only elementary, middle, high, and combination schools (N=2658).

Instructional Leadership
Technology Planning

Schools indicated that the following attributes characterize their technology plan or technology component of SIP (see Figure 1):
•
•
•
•

Is aligned with the district technology plan (87%)
Reflects data from STAR Profile (44%)
Reflects the goals of the Enhancing Education Through Technology Act (EETT, NCLB) (42%)
Was influenced by the Florida STAR Chart (27%)

87%

Is aligned with ourdistrict technology plan
44%

Reﬂects data from our STAR Proﬁle
Reﬂects the goals of the Enhancing Education
Through Technology Act (EETT, NCLB)
Was inﬂuenced by the Florida STAR Chart

42%
27%

None of the above 5%

Figure 1. Characteristics of school technology plans.

Fifty-four percent of the schools indicated their technology plan has been approved by a School Advisory Council, and 73% report that their technology plan is revised as part of the School Improvement
Plan. Most schools (85%) revise their technology plans annually. However, approximately 8% have no
set revision policy.



The primary focus of school technology plans most commonly reported was either providing technology access and skills (46%), or integrating technology into subject area instruction (45%) as depicted in
Figure 2.
46% Providing technology access and
skills for all students
1% Using technology for select
groups of students
2% Using technology for
administrative tasks
6% Procuring and maintaining
hardware and software
45% Integrating technology into
subject area instruction

Figure 2. The primary focus of school technology plans.

Active participants in the technology planning process most commonly included administrators, teachers, and technology specialists. Approximately 50% of the schools include parents and district technology leaders in the planning process (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Active participants in the technology planning processes.

More than 50% of the schools reported that their technology plan or technology component of School
Improvement Plan (SIP) includes the following:



Promote the integration of technology into the curriculum to improve student achievement (92%)
Provide research-based professional development (63%)
Equitable access for all students to digital technology (56%)
Parental and community involvement (55%)
Technology Resource Survey data reporting and analysis to facilitate needs assessment and goal setting
(52%)
• Strategies for technology acquisition (51%)
•
•
•
•
•

Sixty-six percent of the schools reported that they have students who need assistive technology. Many
schools address assistive technology issues at the district level (42%). At the school level, 28% of the technology plans insure that all students have access to appropriate assistive technology, while 20% do not include
provisions for assistive technology.

Technology Funding
Only 8% of the schools reported technology funding (for hardware and software) that was adequate to
maintain their current level and make all purchases necessary for desired growth (see Figures 4 and 5).
19% Support some hardware expenditures,
but not enough to maintain current level.

26% We do not have adequate funding to
purchase or maintain hardware.

8% Maintain our current level and all
purchases necessary for desired growth.

14% Maintain current level.
33% Maintain our current level
and limited purchase of new equipment.

Figure 4. Adequacy of funding for hardware and infrastructure.

34% Purchase of some new
or upgraded software.

8% Purchase of all software necessary
for desired growth.

22% We do not have adequate funding
to purchase or update software.

17% Maintain our current level.

Figure 5. Adequacy of funding for software.



19% Support some software expenditures
but not enough to maintain current level.

The most common additional source for technology funding was PTA/ PTO (or other school organizations), followed by donations (see Figure 6).
Other funding sources for technology included School Improvement funds, Title I, instructional materials, and profits from school ventures (such as cell towers and after-school care).
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Figure 6. School funds allocated for the support of technology.

Infrastructure Support
Technology Support

Most schools (80%) indicated that the majority of their technical and instructional support was schoolbased. Some schools have dedicated technical support personnel (34%), while other schools are supported by a faculty member with other responsibilities (34%). These technical support personnel are
responsible for the following activities:
•
•
•
•
•

Troubleshooting very basic hardware/software problems (91%)
Maintaining hardware and software (86%)
Troubleshooting intermediate–advanced hardware/software problems (83%)
Serving as network administrator (76%)
Managing web production (54%)

Almost half of the schools indicated that their response time for technical support is 8 hours or less (see
Figure 7). However, 25% of schools report response times greater than 24 hours.
< 4 Hours

26%

4-8 Hours

23%

9-24 Hours

> 24 Hours

26%

25%

Figure 7. Response time for technical support.



The school-based instructional technology specialist is often a faculty member with other responsibilities (34%). Only 21% of the schools have dedicated instructional support personnel. These instructional technology specialists provide the following types of services:
•
•
•
•
•

Technology skill training for teachers (84%)
Technology support to administrators (83%)
Guidance for teachers in directing student use of technology in class (75%)
Guidance for teachers in using technology to prepare and deliver lessons (75%)
Technology integration modeling (52%)

Access to Technology
Student Technology Access

Approximately 83% of computers available for student use are “modern” (i.e., Internet and multimedia
capable and purchased within the last 3 years). The majority of modern computers for student use are
located in classrooms, followed by computer labs serving general education (see Figure 8).
50% Classroom

19% General education labs
3% Special education labs
7% Media center
9% Vocational education labs

11% Mobile computer labs

Figure 8. Locations of modern computers for student use.

Few schools replace student computers every three years or less; however, 45% of the schools do not
have a student computer replacement policy (see Figure 9).

≤ 3 Years

4-5 Years

≥ 6 Years

No policy for replacement

8%

36%

11%

45%

Figure 9. Replacement policy for student computers.



Computers are available for on-site, after school use for all students in 25% of schools. They are available for specific after-school programs and activities in 69% of schools. Some schools (27%) permit
students to check out digital devices (e.g. scanners, probes, and cameras) for home use. In most cases,
this is by special arrangement only. A small portion of schools (11%) have laptops that students are
allowed to take home.

Teacher Technology Access

Most teacher workstations are modern computers (74%). More than one third of these are laptops or
tablets (37%). Almost all schools (96%) allow teachers to check out some digital devices for off-campus
use.
Almost 50% of the schools replace teacher computers every five years or less, although 42% of the
schools do not have a replacement policy for teacher computers (see Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Replacement policy for teacher computers.

Community Technology Access

Schools indicated using the following tools to share information with the local community:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Print media (97%)
School website (92%)
Email (79%)
Classroom websites (59%)
Voice bulletins/voice mail (39%)
PTO/PTA website (21%)
Telephone activity hotline (21%)
Television broadcasting (16%)
Telephone homework hotline (14%)
Radio broadcasting (10%)

Eighty-eight percent of the schools also report that they are making some effort to increase technology
awareness in the community. For example, 40% of the schools allow parents to access technology at the
school; 20% have options for community access, while 40% allow no outside access to school technology. Most schools do not include parents or the community in their technology training (60%).



Digital Learning Environment
Technology in Instructional Areas

The three most available digital devices reported by schools were VCR’s, graphing calculators, and computer projection devices. Of the schools that reported they have Internet access, 99% also reported that
the access is high-speed.

Software Availability

Schools reported having the following application software on more than half of their student computers: word processing, spreadsheet, presentation software, and graphics programs. The majority of
student computers also had access to instructional and reference materials such as FCAT Explorer and
other test prep tools, encyclopedia and information databases, and content specific instruction.

Student Use of Technology

Schools indicated that the primary way in which students use technology in their class work was for
testing and practicing for skill mastery in core curriculum areas, followed by researching and presenting
by individual students on a variety of topics in several subject areas (see Figure 11).

1% Working with other students to
analyze data and evaluate information.
59% Testing and practicing
for skill mastery.

1% Students do not use technology
in their class work.

4% Collaborating on real-world problems.
34% Researching and presenting
by individual students.

Figure 11. Primary way students use technology in their class work.

Regarding frequency of use, the schools reported that over 50% of their students use drill and practice
software, integrated learning systems, electronic research information sources, and tool-based software
several times per week (see Figure 12). Multimedia, presentation software, and simulations were less
frequently used by the students.
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Figure 12. Percent of students using software types at least once per week.

Observations by teachers is the most frequently used method of evaluating student achievement of technology literacy, followed by performance assessments, objective assessments, surveys, and self-assessments
(see Figure 13).

Observations by teachers

86%

Performance assessments

53%

Objective assessments

36%

Surveys

26%

Self assessments
None of the above

22%
5%

Figure 13. Method for monitoring student achievement of technology standards.



Teacher Technology Use

Schools reported that the majority of their teachers regularly use technology for the following tasks:
administrative tasks (lesson plans, grade book, reports, and attendance), email to other school or district staff, analysis of student assessment information, and research. Less frequent use was reported for
desktop video production, video conferencing, and web page publishing.
When assigning projects using technology tools, the teachers’ most common approach was to specify
the technology tool that the students could use. The second most common approach involved the
teacher recommending a variety of tools that could be used (see Figure 14).

43% Teacher specifies the technology tool.

1% No use of technology tools.

11% No use of technology tools
on an individual basis.

12% Students select any
technology tool(s).

33% Teacher recommends a variety
of technology tools.

Figure 14. Most common approach when assigning projects using technology tools.

Administrator Support of Technology Use

Nearly all principals reported that they use technology on a daily basis for administrative tasks (97%)
and email to other school or district staff (97%). The majority of the principals also indicated that they
use technology for research and analysis of student assessment information several times per week.
Principals also reported encouraging the integration of technology into the curriculum in the following
ways:
• Principals encourage teachers to participate in professional development opportunities addressing
technology integration (97%)
• Principals participate in coaching and mentoring programs (58%)
• Principals participate in the development of learning communities (57%)
• Principals require teachers to address technology in lesson plans (37%)



Professional Development

All districts reported offering technology-related professional development for administrators, librarians/ media specialists, and teachers. The most common technology-related training opportunities for
teachers that were offered within the districts during the 2005 -2006 school year were for administrative and management applications (e.g. grade books, lesson planning, record keeping, IEPs, data management systems, etc.) and integration of technology and curriculum (see Figure 15).
Networking

3%

Web development

4%

Basic computer skills

5%

Emerging technologies in education
Hardware and equipment
Applications beyond those that
are administrative or management

7%
10%
12%
25%

Integration of technology and curriculum
Administrative and management applications

34%

Figure 15. Percentage of teacher training opportunities offered by districts by content category.

Schools report that the method most frequently used for assessing the level of teacher proficiency with
technology literacy (the ability to responsibly use appropriate technology to communicate, sole problems, and access, manage, integrate, evaluate, and create information to improve learning in all subject
areas and to acquire lifelong knowledge and skills in the 21st century) was classroom observation, followed by classroom walk-through and surveys (see Figure 16).
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89%
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Figure 16. Method for monitoring teacher competency in technology.
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